2020
A Global Year
In Review
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The United States experienced travel related
disruptions due to extreme weather in a rough
and turbulent 2020. Hurricane season started
with Storm Arthur and ended with Storm IOTA
bringing the total number of named storms to
30, its highest ever. According to the Department
of Transportation, a total of 8% of flight delay
minutes are caused by extreme weather events
each year. In addition to severe weather, the
United States also grappled with an ever-growing
number of wildfires in California, Washington
State, and Oregon, as well as civil unrest and
economic strife in relation to COVID-19, the 59th
presidential election, and the death of George
Floyd. Heading into 2021, all eyes will be on the
Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) Real ID
Act and its impact on travel upon its enforcement
on 01 October, 2021.

On 08 November 2020, the Congress of Peru
initiated the impeachment of President Martin
Vizcarra which ended with his removal from office
on 09 November in what was seen by many as a
congressional abuse of power.

In October and November, France and Austria
fell victim to terrorist-related security incidents
in Nice and Vienna bringing a heightened security
presence to city centers and historical sites
nationwide. In Vienna, which at the time hadn’t
experienced an attack since a coordinated ambush
on its airport in 1985, Chancellor Sebastian Kurz
announced three days of mourning.
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At midnight on 31 January 2020, the United
Kingdom, through Article 50, officially withdrew
from the European Union triggering an 11-month
long transition period that brought with it unease
around newly anticipated travel rules and
immigration regulations.

In 2020, South Africa was faced with one of its
worst aviation crises in history as embattled South
African Airways suspended several routes to
reduce its financial struggles.

In January 2020, Iranian and US forces
exchanged hostility resulting in a no-fly NOTAM
over the Persian Gulf flight corridor by the FAA
and other aviation authorities. The action had
significant effects as airlines took steps to rework
flight paths around the corridor, often tacking on
hours of travel time to their original schedules.

The United Kingdom also lost an important
regional carrier in 2021 after Flybe Limited entered
into administration, marking the first airline to
collapse due to the COVID-19 pandemic. FCM has
monitored over 40 commercial airline failures and
a 67% drop in international seat capacity.

Peru, like many South American countries, has
experienced both economic and social strife
during COVID-19 resulting in massive protests
and political divisions. In mid-November,
following the impeachment of President Martin
Vizcarra and resignation of Manuel Merino, Peru’s
legislature selected its third leader in just three
weeks by choosing Francisco Sagasti to lead the
nation into 2021.

That’s because in December of 2019, the
Government of South Africa announced that SAA
would enter into bankruptcy protection, sparking
fears that the airline was on the brink of liquidation.
In 2021, as South Africa restarts its economy in the
wake of COVID-19, Travelers will be asking what
the future of their national carrier will be.

Europe, in particular, also ended 2020 by taking
steps to review and lay groundwork for the
recertification of the Boeing 737 MAX Series
aircraft following two deadly incidents in Ethiopia
and Indonesia in years prior. After a November
announcement by the FAA clearing the aircraft’s
return to service, the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) announced that it would soon
follow suit as soon as January 2021.

Matters escalated dramatically on 08 January
when a commercial flight operated by Ukraine
International Airlines (PS) 752 was shot down
over Tehran; one of just four fatal aviation
incidents monitored by FCM in 2020.
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At the onset of 2020, reported cases of a SARSlike novel coronavirus began emerging out of the
city of Wuhan in the Hubei Province of China. On
22 January, FCM’s Global Risk Advisors initiated
its Crisis Communications Protocol as Wuhan
and other cities in the Hubei Province began
implementing border and movement restrictions.

In 2019, nations around the world watched
as Hong Kong experienced some of its most
intense civil unrest demonstrations in its
history. As tensions peaked, protestors
occupied Hong Kong’s International airport; a
move that led to the cancellation o
 f hundreds of
international flights.

Soon after, cases began appearing in Italy,
Iran and South Korea as countries around the
world began implementing travel restrictions
to impacted regions. On 30 January, the
World Health Organization declared the novel
coronavirus outbreak a Public Health Emergency
of International Concern (PHEIC).

Heading into 2021, eyes are again back on the
region following newly enacted national security
legislation. In September of 2020, countries
like the U.S., U.K., Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, and Japan all added advisories to their
government websites warning Travelers about
being arbitrarily detained for political purposes.

The 2019-2020 bushfire season in Australia was
among the worst in the country’s history with
nearly 17 million hectares burned, and nearly
80 percent of the country being either directly
or indirectly affected. January, in particular, will
be remembered for the dramatic photos taken
by Travelers of glowing red windows in-flight as
commercial carriers touched down around firestricken regions. In total, the tourism industry was
reported to have lost $4.5 billion AUD as a result
of Australia’s Black Summer.
In 2021, as restrictions in relation to the COVID-19
pandemic subside, Australia and New Zealand has
an unprecedented opportunity to lead the world’s
pursuit to re-open borders and restart travel.
Travelers can look forward to a year where terms
like ‘travel bubbles’ dominate the Trans-Tasman
corridor along with new sustainable initiatives
through its post-bushfire restoration work.

FCM’s Global
TRAVEL RISK
Map 2021

ABOUT THE TRAVEL RISK MANAGEMENT MAP:
Our 2020 Risk Map ratings are a compilation of several travel risk
management sources. The information in this report does not and is not
intended to constitute advice. Instead, all information, content, and ratings
on this update are for general informational purposes only.

To learn more about our Travel Risk
Management Tool, please contact your FCM
Account Manager or call +1 (215) 469 0829

Top 5: Country risk trends
Hong Kong – National security legislation
Ethiopia – War, civil unrest

Security risk level
MINIMAL

Minimal Risk: Most territories in this category will have a stable health and political
infrastructure as well as low overall crime rates nationwide.

LOW

Low Risk: Most areas in this category will have a stable health and political system
with some unemployment and low crime rates.

MEDIUM

Medium Risk: Most countries in this category will have a somewhat stable health
and political infrastructure with moderate levels of crime.

HIGH

High Risk: Most countries in this category will have unstable health and political
systems with high rates of unemployment and exposure to violent and petty crimes.

CRITICAL

Critical Risk: Most areas in this category will lack adequate health and political
systems and experience very high rates of violent and petty crime.

United States – Presidential transition
Peru – Political & economic strife
United Kingdom – Brexit, economic slowdown

Top 5: Stability risk trends
Health – Testing, vaccines, health passport
Environment – Climate change, wildfires
Immigration – Travel bubbles, border restrictions
Cyber – Cyber-ransom, cyber-crimes, identity theft
Geopolitical – Civil unrest, economic-strife

